Aim to capture interest rates for the long term

Nippon India Nivesh Lakshya Fund
(An open ended debt scheme investing in instruments such that the Macaulay duration of the portfolio is greater than 7 years)

Aim to enjoy long term benefits of investing in pure debt & money market instruments including **Government Securities**, in a tax-efficient manner**, with no lock-in period!

So go ahead and seize the opportunity TODAY!

For more information contact your Mutual Fund distributor or visit https://mf.nipponindiaim.com

**This product is suitable for investors who are seeking:**
- Income over long term.
- Investment in Debt and Money Market Instruments with portfolio Macaulay Duration of greater than 7 years.
*Investors should consult their financial advisors if in doubt about whether the product is suitable for them.

**Sale of units after 36 Months of purchases entitles investor to avail Indexation benefit for other than equity oriented scheme. Long term Capital gain and short term capital gain Tax is applicable on redemption based on period of holding.

Mutual Fund investments are subject to market risks, read all scheme related documents carefully.
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Dorana village of Madhya presents after a rally of an esti-
brokendoors, walls scribbled with 'Jai Shri Ram' and villagers Hindu Parishad (VHP) marched empty homes, damage and fear in its wake,

In Srinagar, jeweller killed weeks after domicile nod, militants warn of more attacks

Coldest night in 15 yrs, slogan heat, calls to keep kin Singh warm stock

ECONOMIC BUREAU NEELAKANTH NAVEEN
GOODS AND Services Tax (CGST) collection in November (November to November) was 111% per cent to 2018-19, the highest in the nation for the first time in the country, the Union Finance Ministry said in a statement. The collections in November were 111% of the total for the first time in the country, the Union Finance Ministry said in a statement. The collections in November were 111% of the total for the first time in the country, the Union Finance Ministry said in a statement. The collections in November were 111% of the total for the first time in the country, the Union Finance Ministry said in a statement.

Eco-friendly CGST collection in November, all states, rose 111% to 2018-19

BUSINESS AS USUAL

IM-A will not rebuild student dorms designed by Louis Kahn

All should get free access to science journals, public research data: new draft S&T policy

Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine

Panel clears Covishield shot, last step before regulator's approval
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From the Centre, the BJP says the crisis is "any." Covid-19, the rate is Rs 30 per piece.”

spending Rs 37 or more on gunny bags, “said.

thepaddy, which are supplied by the Centre

sured him of taking "necessary steps”,

asked some millers to take whatever they

were awaiting permission to start procure-

from 12 lakh farmers so far. But the

state is yet to receive a consent from the

die, most of them of natural causes in the

picture of the extent of economic recovery,”

should ensure easing bank credit availability

In one corner, farmers observe a one- 

Superintendent of Police (DSP) under the

force of 100 men, six inspectors, a Deputy

The core of the Louis Kahn buildings—

adding that there had been instances of slabs

reconstructed,” the statement had said,

an adjoining village on the rally day. Men

at the door on the rally day, and remain assured

The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI)

said. The committee had asked the com-

the team that drafted the policy document,

that primarily targeted the United States (US)
government and several other private organisa-

ties organised by right-wing groups as these
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NEW YEAR'S EVE
35 motorists arrested for driving drunk

Mumbai records worst AQI since 2016

Mumbai Police's facts silence critics: CM Thackeray

BMC staff unhappy over special grants

Mumbai records worst AQI since 2016

Unpaid Traffic Challans

Call centre contacts 4,600 defaulters, penalty of Rs 112 crore recovered

EXPRESS NEWS SERVICE
Mumbai

The Mumbai traffic department has started an awareness drive to make people aware of the new system of traffic fines and challans. First, it has issued more than 2,350 challans, followed by 2,600 by the end of the first week. According to the BMC, the drive has been successful in reducing the number of traffic violations in the city. The traffic department has also started a helpline for people to report any traffic violations.

EXPRESS NEWS SERVICE
Mumbai

The Mumbaikars are already familiar with the traffic police's efforts to ensure a smoother traffic flow and reduce congestion. However, the continuous increase in the number of traffic violations has led the BMC to take a tough stance. The traffic department has started issuing more than 2,350 challans per day to deter the defaulters. The BMC has also started a helpline for people to report any traffic violations.
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ED claims no formal loan pact between Varsha and Pravin Raut’s wife

The Enforcement Directorate (ED) has denied that it had a formal loan agreement with Pravin Raut’s wife, Varsha, and had availed funds from the banks.

The defence ministry, in a letter to the ED, had expressed its apprehension about an alleged loan agreement between Varsha and Pravin Raut.

Varsha, in her affidavit, had denied that such a loan agreement existed.

MUMBAI SLUM IMPROVEMENT BOARD

A board meeting of the Mumbai SLUM Improvement Board (Unit of MHADA) was held on January 2, 2021.

The meeting was held to discuss and take decisions on various matters relating to the Board's functioning.

The agenda for the meeting included:

- Approval of the budget for the financial year 2020-2021
- Approval of the annual accounts for the financial year 2019-2020
- Approval of the quarterly accounts for the quarter ending March 31, 2021
- Approval of the purchase of motor vehicles and motor cycles

The meeting was attended by the members of the Board and was chaired by the Vice-Chairperson of the Board.

4 distress to hold mock Covid vaccination drive today

A mock Covid vaccination drive is being held today in Mumbai to test the preparedness of the health system in the event of a real outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic.

The drive will involve the participation of various stakeholders, including healthcare workers, volunteers, and the public.

The drive is being conducted in phases, with different parts of the city being selected for the exercise.

The results of the drive will be used to evaluate the readiness of the health system and identify areas for improvement.

EXPRESS NEWS SERVICE

1935 lakh
TOTAL POSITIVE CASES

New Cases: 1,354
Deaths: 11
Quarantine: 2,89,017
Hospitalised: 11,125

The state government is stepping up efforts to contain the spread of the Covid-19 pandemic in the state, with a focus on vaccination and contact tracing.

The government has set a target of vaccinating three lakh people per day, and has allocated resources accordingly.

The drive will be held in various locations across the city, including hospitals, health centres, and community centres.

The health system will be tested on various parameters, including the ability to handle a large number of vaccinations, the availability of vaccine supplies, and the efficiency of the registration and administration processes.

The drive will be a test of the health system's preparedness and response capability, and will help in identifying any gaps or bottlenecks that need to be addressed.

BATTLE OF KOREGAON BHUMI

Event to mark 230th anniversary held peacefully

The event was held on January 3rd, 2021, to mark the 230th anniversary of the Battle of Koregaon Bhumi, the First Battle of the Bhima. The event was attended by various dignitaries, including political leaders and members of the armed forces.

The event began with a march from the site of the battle, where the replica of the “Jayabhumi” monument was unveiled.

CHANDAN HAYDEE

The programme was inaugrated with a brass band parade, followed by a cultural programme, which included music, dance, and drama performances.

The programme included speeches by various dignitaries, who paid tribute to the soldiers who had sacrificed their lives during the battle.

The event concluded with a musical performance by a local band, which added to the festive atmosphere.

The event was attended by a large number of people, who came to pay their respects and honor the memory of those who had fallen in the battle.
Campus Visit
UNIVERSITY OF DELHI—Mamata Banerjee, who is in Delhi to attend a function, visited the Delhi University on Monday. It was the 1st day of the new year and the 1st day of the semester, a student leader said. Chaired by the vice-chancellor, the function was attended by the university's faculty and students. Chakraborty inaugurated the new term and asked the students to work hard and be diligent.

Special Session
The CONGRESS is likely to announce the dates for a special session of the Lok Sabha, which could be held in February. A few steps were taken in this regard last month. However, the Congress' decision to hold a special session was taken after the recent election results showed that the party was not in a position to form the government at the national level.

Morning Musings
The FIRST day of the year began with another letter in the Prime Minister's name to the nation. In the letter, Prime Minister Narendra Modi expressed his wishes for a prosperous new year and urged the people to work hard and be dedicated.

Searches at Advocate's Office
A case filed by the couple, M.A. and M.B., against the police and the government, claiming that the police had seized their property without a warrant, had been registered. The police had seized the property under a provision of the law that allows the seizure of property if it is evidence of a crime.

Security Ring
At AMI at Khagaul in a village in Mau, the police seized a huge cache of arms and ammunition, including guns, ammunition, and explosives. The police had seized the arms and ammunition from a safe house, which was allegedly used by a criminal gang.

Dainik Bhaskar
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In a tense stand-off, a Pakistani soldier was killed on Friday in a clash with Indian troops in Kashmir, in an area known as the Line of Control (LoC), which India and Pakistan dispute.

The Indian Army responded strongly earlier in the day, saying it had carried out pre-emptive strikes against the Pakistan military near the LoC in the Nowshera sector of Pakistan-administered Kashmir in response to the killing of one of its soldiers.

India on Friday called on Pakistan to release all its fishermen and said New Delhi expected Islamabad to respect the November 2019 agreement on the exchange of fishermen.

India has been demanding the release of its fishermen since November 2019, when the two countries signed an agreement on fishing and shipping.

Bengaluru civic body's plan to rename roads after Muslim leaders put on hold

India called on Pakistan to release 185 fishermen held in the country and asked Islamabad to respect a November 2019 agreement on the exchange of fishermen, subsidiary chiefs for Indian utilities said.

India has been demanding the release of its fishermen since November 2019, when the two countries signed an agreement on fishing and shipping.
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In tissue of deceased Covid patients, study finds brain damage, not of virus.

Scientists from the National Institutes of Health (NIH) recently completed a study and found that a patient's brain was not caused by a direct viral attack of SARS-CoV-2. They identified that the disease can cause inflammation and functional dysfunctions, such as dizziness, which is often seen in people with Covid-19. The researchers found that the brain damage was caused by the patient's immune system reacting to the disease, leading to inflammation and functional dysfunctions.

The study was conducted on postmortem brain tissue samples from deceased patients with Covid-19. The researchers examined the brain tissue for evidence of viral infection, inflammation, and functional dysfunctions. They found that the brain tissue showed evidence of inflammation, which is often seen in patients with Covid-19. The researchers also found that the inflammatory response was caused by the patient's immune system, rather than the virus itself.

The study's lead author, Dr. Avindra Nath, said that the findings suggest that the immune system is responsible for the brain damage seen in Covid-19 patients. He said that the findings may help to explain why some patients with Covid-19 experience neurological symptoms, such as dizziness and confusion.

The study's findings are important because they suggest that the immune system is responsible for the brain damage seen in Covid-19 patients. This could help to explain why some patients with Covid-19 experience neurological symptoms, such as dizziness and confusion. The findings also suggest that the treatment of Covid-19 patients should focus on managing the patient's immune system, rather than treating the virus itself.
FLOOD OF ISRAELI TOURISTS IN DUBAI SHOWS THAT, LIKE WAR, ECONOMY IS A ZERO-SUM GAME

Phalisha Naqal

Israelis are rediscovering that selfies with the city’s skyline in the backdrop are quite the status symbols. Malls and marinas have become a destination for everything from weddings to business conferences. And spending over the April-November period has grown by a mere 4.7 percent, notwithstanding the announcement of various support measures by the government. In fact, actual spending in October-November 2019 was $10.8 billion, compared to $6.9 billion in October-November 2018, a growth of only 54.2 percent despite the government’s claims of attempting to make Dubai more affordable for tourists. For the United Arab Emirates (UAE) and Israel, after all, only fully normalised diplomatic relations as of February 28, 2020, meant a new twist in the geopolitical landscape of the region.

The New York Times

This New York Times report was written by Vivienne Ming, a correspondent covering the Middle East and South Asia for The New York Times. The report was published on November 15, 2020.

Phalisha Naqal is a social policy researcher and analyst. She is the founder and executive director of ISEAS South East Asia Institute, Singapore. She is the author of The Routledge Handbook of Education in Asia which was published in 2021.

Why India bucks global gender-related trends on Covid mortality

The story of regulation is nicely captured in the Routledge Handbook of Education in Asia which was published in 2021.

It was meant to serve as a platform for academic exchange and dialogue across disciplines and professions. As a controlling machine, in 2000, a committee, chaired by T.S. Subramanian proposed a National Health Authority (NHA). It was launched to set up an Independent Regulatory Authority (IRA) to regulate the health system in the country.

In terms of demographics, 64 percent of 65 and older by 2050. The same year, the number of people aged 65 and older is projected to rise to 10 percent of the population. This increase in the elderly population is expected to have a significant impact on the health sector, as the needs and challenges of an aging population differ from those of a younger population.

The writer is a social policy researcher and analyst. She is the founder and executive director of ISEAS South East Asia Institute, Singapore. She is the author of The Routledge Handbook of Education in Asia which was published in 2021.
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But if accepted as a principle, it has the potential to be a game-changer. The current system of regulatory bodies is not just more fragmented, it is also more expensive, inefficient, and bureaucratic. It is also less effective in achieving its goals. The system is also not responsive to changing needs and circumstances. The current system of regulatory bodies is also not transparent or accountable. It is also not able to take into account the views and preferences of the public.
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When the Arctic warms

It will affect sea levels and climate patterns globally, India will be affected

NAYEVI SARKA

picture of the Arctic Arica. The Indian city of Vienna is hit by a heatwave. The Arctic region is experiencing a rise in temperatures.

William JR Curtis

GREAT ARCHITECTURE COMMUNICATES something deeper than ideas or issues. It speaks to the fundamental order of the universe.

Great architecture communicates the underlying order. While a work of architecture is for it is understood. It touchesthe mind, the heart, and the senses.

In Vijaywada, India, the tallest building is a 16-story office complex. It is a great work of design but it is devoid of any meaning or soul. It is a mere wall of glass and concrete, devoid of any artistic or cultural value. It is a placeholder in the skyline, a testament to the modern world where all that matters is the bottom line.

In contrast, the Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus in Mumbai is a masterpiece of design. It stands as a symbol of the spirit of India, reflecting the cultural and architectural heritage of the nation. It is a work of art that touches the heart and soul, reminding us of our rich history and traditions.

建筑的真谛在于其背后所传达的深层次意义。当建筑承载着深刻的历史和文化印记时，它能够触动人心，激发共鸣。建筑不仅仅是一种物质的存在，它更是人类智慧和情感的载体，能够跨越时空，连接过去与未来。
After 7 months, no Covid deaths in Andhra Pradesh

The state’s Covid chart now shows the caseload at 8,82,612, while infections tally stands at 4,78,684. Meanwhile, 3,03,928 recoveries are recorded so far.

Maharashtra 61 50,664
Andhra Pradesh 33 28,351
Puducherry 32% 12,487
Kerala 31#% 11,252
Tamil Nadu 30% 10,650
Assam 254% 5,923
West Bengal 254% 5,923
Uttarakhand 254% 5,923
Jharkhand 254% 5,923
Uttar Pradesh 254% 5,923
Madya Pradesh 254% 5,923
J&K 254% 5,923
Odisha 254% 5,923
Rajasthan 254% 5,923

India calls for urgent, practical aid to sailors stranded in Chinese waters

EXPRESSION NEWS SERVICE

NEW DELHI on Friday called for “urgent, practical aid” to sailors stranded in Chinese waters, saying their situation was “very critical”. The Chinese government has not yet responded to India’s “sincere appeal” for help, an expression ministry spokesperson cited in national media.

“Two Indian ships have been stranded near Chinese waters since December 29. Two Indians are aboard each vessel. The Chinese government has not demonstrated any willingness to provide assistance,” the spokesperson said.

India is marketing itself as the “most suitable location” for logistics hub quarantine and operational facility for the Indian armed forces, Indian Envoy to the USA Piyush Tiwari said on Friday.

India’s para-military force BSF on Friday launched a drive to check illegal entry and smuggling of goods at its border bases.

India’s rapid response force is ready to support the 7-member task force to counter the Lashkar-e-Toiba terror attack. The group, which has been responsible for two such attacks on Indian soil, has been hunting for its third target.

India’s rapid response force has been operating in the counter-terrorism operations in the north-eastern states. The group has been responsible for two such attacks on Indian soil.
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Evidence of UK virus strain found in Florida man

As a science fiction dreamer’s death by poisoning shocks China

LAUR K. JHA WASHINGTON, JANUARY 1

US PRESIDENT Donald Trump is reported to be considering lifting all travel restrictions on China, which are the most expansive and restrictive in the world, as early as this weekend. The president has not publicly indicated that he has made a decision, though and his administration’s coronavirus task force has not yet formally recommended that the restrictions end.

In his first major foreign policy speech since taking office in January 2020, Trump vowed to bring jobs back to America, to produce an economic boom, and to make the US great again. But he never would have imagined that his administration would be working so hard to contain the spread of the coronavirus. And as the virus has spread globally, it has become one of the biggest challenges facing the world.

In early March 2020, US President Donald Trump announced that he would travel to China to meet with President Xi Jinping to discuss measures to contain the spread of the virus. The trip was seen as a major step forward in the bilateral relationship between the two countries.

However, when Trump arrived in China, the country was already in the midst of a severe outbreak. And as the virus continued to spread, the US and China became increasingly divided on how to respond.

In late March, Trump announced that he would impose sweeping travel restrictions on China, including a ban on all travel from China to the US. The restrictions were put in place to prevent the spread of the virus and to protect Americans.

The restrictions were widely criticized by other countries, including China, which has accused the US of implementing them for political reasons. But the US government has defended its decision, saying that it was necessary to contain the spread of the virus.

In early April, Trump announced that he would extend the restrictions for another month. But in May, he announced that he would lift them for all countries except China.

The restrictions were lifted on June 23, 2020. But the US and China have continued to work together to contain the spread of the virus, and the two countries have maintained a strong bilateral relationship.

In the weeks following the restrictions, both countries have faced challenges in containing the spread of the virus. But the US has been more successful in limiting the spread of the virus, and the country has seen a sharp decline in new cases.

Meanwhile, China has been working hard to contain the spread of the virus. The country has implemented strict lockdowns and is now seeing a sharp decline in new cases.

In early August, the US and China announced that they would work together to contain the spread of the virus. The two countries have established a joint task force to coordinate efforts to contain the virus.

The task force has met several times, and the two countries have been working closely to coordinate their efforts. But there have been some disagreements between the two countries, including over the origin of the virus.

In early September, the US announced that it would lift the travel restrictions on China, effective October 1. The restrictions were lifted after the US and China agreed to work together to contain the spread of the virus.

The restrictions were lifted on October 1, 2020. But the US and China continue to work together to contain the spread of the virus. The country has seen a sharp decline in new cases, and the country has been working hard to limit the spread of the virus.

Meanwhile, China has been working hard to contain the spread of the virus. The country has implemented strict lockdowns and is now seeing a sharp decline in new cases.

In early October, the US and China announced that they would work together to contain the spread of the virus. The two countries have established a joint task force to coordinate efforts to contain the virus.
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In early December, the US and China announced that they would work together to contain the spread of the virus. The two countries have established a joint task force to coordinate efforts to contain the virus.

The task force has met several times, and the two countries have been working closely to coordinate their efforts. But there have been some disagreements between the two countries, including over the origin of the virus.

In early January, the US announced that it would lift the travel restrictions on China, effective February 1. The restrictions were lifted after the US and China agreed to work together to contain the spread of the virus.

The restrictions were lifted on February 1, 2021. But the US and China continue to work together to contain the spread of the virus. The country has seen a sharp decline in new cases, and the country has been working hard to limit the spread of the virus.

Meanwhile, China has been working hard to contain the spread of the virus. The country has implemented strict lockdowns and is now seeing a sharp decline in new cases.

In early February, the US and China announced that they would work together to contain the spread of the virus. The two countries have established a joint task force to coordinate efforts to contain the virus.

The task force has met several times, and the two countries have been working closely to coordinate their efforts. But there have been some disagreements between the two countries, including over the origin of the virus.

In early March, the US announced that it would lift the travel restrictions on China, effective April 1. The restrictions were lifted after the US and China agreed to work together to contain the spread of the virus.

The restrictions were lifted on April 1, 2021. But the US and China continue to work together to contain the spread of the virus. The country has seen a sharp decline in new cases, and the country has been working hard to limit the spread of the virus.
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In early April, the US and China announced that they would work together to contain the spread of the virus. The two countries have established a joint task force to coordinate efforts to contain the virus.

The task force has met several times, and the two countries have been working closely to coordinate their efforts. But there have been some disagreements between the two countries, including over the origin of the virus.

In early May, the US announced that it would lift the travel restrictions on China, effective June 1. The restrictions were lifted after the US and China agreed to work together to contain the spread of the virus.

The restrictions were lifted on June 1, 2021. But the US and China continue to work together to contain the spread of the virus. The country has seen a sharp decline in new cases, and the country has been working hard to limit the spread of the virus.
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In early June, the US and China announced that they would work together to contain the spread of the virus. The two countries have established a joint task force to coordinate efforts to contain the virus.

The task force has met several times, and the two countries have been working closely to coordinate their efforts. But there have been some disagreements between the two countries, including over the origin of the virus.

In early July, the US announced that it would lift the travel restrictions on China, effective August 1. The restrictions were lifted after the US and China agreed to work together to contain the spread of the virus.

The restrictions were lifted on August 1, 2021. But the US and China continue to work together to contain the spread of the virus. The country has seen a sharp decline in new cases, and the country has been working hard to limit the spread of the virus.
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In early October, the US and China announced that they would work together to contain the spread of the virus. The two countries have established a joint task force to coordinate efforts to contain the virus.

The task force has met several times, and the two countries have been working closely to coordinate their efforts. But there have been some disagreements between the two countries, including over the origin of the virus.

In early November, the US announced that it would lift the travel restrictions on China, effective December 1. The restrictions were lifted after the US and China agreed to work together to contain the spread of the virus.

The restrictions were lifted on December 1, 2021. But the US and China continue to work together to contain the spread of the virus. The country has seen a sharp decline in new cases, and the country has been working hard to limit the spread of the virus.

Meanwhile, China has been working hard to contain the spread of the virus. The country has implemented strict lockdowns and is now seeing a sharp decline in new cases.
OVER THE HEDGE by Michael Fry & T. Lewis

CALVIN & HOBBIES by Bill Watterson

RECRUITMENT

WESTERN RAILWAY (CONTRIBUTORY) NETWORK - BANGALORE

TENDER NOTICE

TO: All concerned

As per the decision of the Management, the Western Railway (CONTRIBUTORY) Network - BANGALORE has invited a Tender/Provisional notice for the supply of two new 4 Axle Rakes.

Full details of the tender is as under:

1. Name of the Tenderer: "Western Railway (CONTRIBUTORY) Network - BANGALORE"

2. Description of the Tender:

   a. Supply of 2 new 4 Axle Rakes

3. Brief Specifications:

   a. 4 Axle Rake with
   b. Latest configuration with

4. Estimated Cost: Rs.

5. Last Date: 05/2021

Please contact Mr. in the Office of the General Manager (Operations, Western Railway (Contributionary) Network - BANGALORE)

OFFICE OF THE TRANSPORT COMMISSIONER-CUM-CHAIRMAN
STATE TRANSPORT AUTHORITY

TENDER NOTICE

Ld. No. 1843/ST/MMR-1/2021-22
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL (RFP)

In reference to the above, RFP for development of the website of the MMR-1 between Perumbur and Messiah Pathippalai (MTP) is hereby invited. Thee RFP is addressed to the website developer and the tender document may be obtained from the Tender Office of the Office of the Transport Commissioner, Chennai-600101.
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Lack of permanent heads in an apparent moratorium ends

The execution of manipulators (who are supposed to have a moratorium against their activities, but who are actually still trading) could have a disruptive impact on the market.

The decision by some investors to invest in the secondary market for bonds has been fueled by the expectation of a moratorium ending, which has led to an increase in the number of investors looking to sell their holdings.

The RBI has been proactive in addressing these issues and has taken steps to prevent further manipulation in the market.

The Indian Express. January 2, 2023
We have fallen into India’s trap, says Labuschange

PRESS TRUST OF INDIA

MELBOURNE, JANUARY 2

The Indian bowlers, led by the crafty left-arm seamer Ashwin, havecontained astoundingAustralianbatting in the first two Tests,conceding MaidenLabuschange for the first time in over three Tests.

Despite the absence of some of its senior players, India has been able to restrict Australia to just 263 and 202 in the series, with Ashwin bowling a series-high 65 overs in the first Test to finish with five wickets. In the second Test, he bowled a total of 45 overs and claimed three wickets.

Shikhar Dhawan, who was left out of the squad for the first Test, has returned for the third Test, and India will be hoping to repeat its success against Australia in the series.

The third Test will be played at Sydney in India’s third Test venue. The series is currently tied at 1-1, with one Test each won by the two teams.

In the first Test, India’s bowlers were led by Ashwin, who took five wickets in the match. He was supported by the spinners, who took a combined total of 15 wickets in the series.

In the second Test, India’s bowlers were led by Jasprit Bumrah, who took three wickets in the match. He was supported by the spinners, who took a combined total of 11 wickets in the series.

India will be hoping to repeat its success against Australia in the series, which is currently tied at 1-1, with one Test each won by the two teams.